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PANDROL FASTENING MACHINE 
PCMD-FC and PCMD-EC
Machines PCMD-FC for PANDROL FC, 
FE, FCX and PCMD-EC for PANDROL 
E-CLIP

A completely re-engineered
petrol-powered
Pump unit and control
system featuring automatic
acceleration to increase
power output only
when required, thereby
reducing HAV, noise and
fuel consumption.

Machine settings are
achieved without tools
and rear arms have
protection against damage
with adjustable gas
springs for assured machine
lifting in all weather.

Improved machine 
ergonomics, access to
controls and powerful
LED lighting of the working
area.

A folding operating handle
to reduce the risk of
transportation damage.
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Performance
Simple to use with 
simultaneous insertion
or extraction of both
clips by two independent
clamps, promoting 
operator confidence and 
rapid progress.

Track under
construction
Undesirable movement 
of sleepers, where 
ballast is not yet in situ, 
is avoided due to the 
reciprocal independence 
of the clamps, enabling 
work to be carried out 
during rail setting.

Control panel
The operator can easily
access all the controls
of the unit.

Clamps
PCMC-FC FASTCLIP 
machine clamps are  
designed for  
operations on 3rd and 
4th rail systems.

Tarpcover 019-PCM

Robust UV resistant cover for PCMD machines.
Temperature range: -40°C to +70°C.

OLED Display
OLED Display of 
number of operations, 
service recommended 
and warnings.

3rd Wheel Bar
3rd Wheel Bar designed
for use on 3rd rail systems.

Operation
PCMD is designed for
single-man working.

Braking system
PCMD meets the 
requirements
of EN13977.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR CEMBRE 
MACHINES FOR PANDROL FASTENING

See details on the next page. 

Art.no. Title

99 27 07 Tarpcover 019-PCM

Art.no. Title

99 27 00 Complete fastening machine, Fast-clip

99 27 01 Complete fastening machine, E-clip

99 27 06 Balance arm CR-PCMD
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FAST CLIP - Fastening machine PCMD-FC for Pandrol clamps FC, FE og FCX

PARKED 
POSITION

INSTALLED
POSITION

INSULATOR 
CHANGING
POSITION

E-CLIP - Fastening machine PCMD-EC for E-clip

Shoulder

Toe insulator

Fast-clip
Positive lock in

PANDROL FASTENING MACHINE

Insertion
At the end of each insertion operation, an easily adjustable 
limit switch ensures clips are not over stressed.

Extraction
Removed clips are kept close by the machine, not danger-
ously ejected, ensuring a high level of operator safety.


